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Last Shot

by John Feinstein

For basketball fiend Steven Thomas, it’s a
dream come true. He won a writing contest
and now here he is in New Orleans, covering
the biggest weekend in college sports. But the
dream takes an ugly twist when he and fellow
winner, Susan Carol, are nosing around the
Superdome and overhear a coach telling
MSU’s star point guard he’d better lose the
final game… or else.
March Madness at it’s fullest…Last Shot!
Grades 4-7

Alive!

Leprechauns and Irish Folklore

Mary Pope Osborne
(This is a non fiction companion to Leprechaun
in Late Winter Magic Tree House #43)
This is Jack and Annie’s very own guide to
Irish fairies and folktales. What are
leprechauns? How do we know many of the
old Irish stories? How do fairies like to spend
their time? Find out the answers to these questions and more. Grades 2-4

The Genius Files
by Dan Gutman

Hot Hand

by Mike Lupica
It's simple. All Zach Raynor wants to do is
shoot. After all, he is one of the best shooters in
the league. But with his dad as his coach, and
his parents newly separated, somehow
everything's become complicated. His brother
Ben, the piano prodigy, hardly talks anymore.
His mom is always traveling on business, and
his dad is always on his case about not being a
team player. But when Ben's piano recital falls
on the same day as the championship game, it
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In eight days, Coke and Pepsi McDonald are
going to turn thirteen. Before then, they'll jump
off a cliff, get trapped in the locked basement of
their burning school, chased cross-country by
murderous lunatics, left for dead in the pit of a
sand dune, forced to decipher mysterious coded
messages, thrown into a giant vat of SPAM, and
visit the world's largest . . . ball of twine!
There's more, but if we told you here, we'd
have to kill you. Grades 4-6

Courage to Soar: A Body in Motion,
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